IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

RE: Application for Patent of
WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN and
JOSEPH O. MAUBORNE

Serial Number *
478,868 *

Filed
12 March 1943 *

For
SYSTEM FOR ENCRYPTING
FACSIMILE *

The Honorable Commissioner of Patents
Washington 25, D. C.

Sirs:

In response to Patent Office action of 9 June 1948 in the above-
identified application for patent, please amend the case as
follows:

IN THE SPECIFICATION

Line 9 - Cancel "heterogeneous" and insert - unpredictable - .

9 - Cancel "interception of" and insert - derivation of
the intelligence contained in - .

64 - Change "well-known" to - well known - .

82 - Cancel "as shown, ."

125 - After "variation" cancel are and insert - occur - .

128 - After "variation" cancel are and insert - occur - .

144 - Transpose the words "only varies".

153 - Cancel "happens" and insert - takes place - .

154 - Cancel "sensitize" and insert - expose - .

Approved for Release by NSA on 07-22-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526
IN THE CLAIMS

Claim 1, line 22 - Cancel "receive" and insert - record - .

Claim 2, line 17 - Cancel "mounted so as to vary in response to".
12 - Cancel entire line and insert - responsive to variations in the intensity of the output of said second electric light, - .

Claim 3, line 5 - After "sheet" cancel on which the and insert - bearing a - .
5 - After "message" cancel is.
11 - After "transmitter" cancel only.
11 - After "signal" insert - only - .

Claim 4, line 1 - After "secret" insert - facsimile - .
1 - Cancel "by means of facsimile".
2 - Cancel "transmission".
14 - Cancel "the receipt of".

Claim 5, line 13 - Change "affected" to - effected - .

Claim 8 - Cancel.

Claim 9 - Cancel.

REMARKS

The amendments to the specification and to Claims 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are merely for the purpose of correcting minor inaccuracies or otherwise improving the text and are believed not to affect the merits of the case.
With the cancellation of Claims 8 and 9, the application appears to be in condition for allowance.

Respectfully,

WILLIAM F. FRIEDMAN and
JOSEPH O. MAUBORGNE, Applicants

 Signed by [Signature]
Date 9 December 1948